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Grades 2-3
“My Life” by Anna H.
when I grow
up I will live
by the sea as
the ocean sails
its ships through
the waters of
the oceans I will
be resting on my
porch thinking of
when I was young
and had a big
imagination full
of wonder and
creativity and
how I wish I
was so very young

“Music Flows” by Kendra M.
Music is better than people.
Music speaks to your heart
when you can't find the words to say.
Music flows from heaven to the soul!!

“Sharks” Tatum Y.
Your teeth are sharp like a knife.
I know you like it in the dark.
You don't want to attack us.
And you never fuss.
Please trust us.
I know that you are scared that we hunt.
Sometimes we come to see your stunts.
We have so many days to live for.
I don't want to ignore.
I would waste one just to see you.
Sharks.
“You are Better than Enough” by Madison G.
Your eyes are as bright as the moon.
Your skin is as soft as fur.
Your voice is as light as a feather.
You're as beautiful as day.
You're as quiet as a mouse.
You're as secretive as a hero fighting a villain
and you will save the day as a hero with no mask or cape.
You will save the day because. . .
You Are Enough.

Adelina D.

Asher D.
Beautiful sunset
over the big trees and small
all in the forest.

Evan M.

Jake E.
Sounds of the city, cars driving, machines grinding and people walking everywhere
Sounds of the field, tractors mowing, and cows mooing
Sounds of the suburbs, peaceful sunset, children playing
These are the sounds of the place we call home

Grade 4
“A+” by Miles Y.

“Friend to Friend” by Annie S.
(Inspired by Langston Hughes' Mother to Son)
Well, friend, I’ll tell you:
Life for me ain’t been no easy rock wall.
It’s had moss on it,
And fungus
And it’s been wet,
With no good handholds
Flat
But all the time
I’se been a climbin’ on
And reaching resting points
Finding footholds
And getting sand in my eyes
Where there ain’t been no resting points
So friend don’t you turn back
Don’t you repel back down
‘Cause you find it harden’ difficult
Don’t you drop now
For I’se been a climbin’ on
And life for me ain’t been no easy rock wall

“Gold” by Hannah B.
Coins that cling
The crown of a king
Mined from a cave
Which some people don’t save
A color of hair
Jewelry I’d be proud to wear
Beautiful bling
And money ca-ching!

“Love” by Cecilia G.
Many years, misunderstood;
for granted it was always took.
Shoved into such little nooks;
they claimed it’s just about the looks.
But the binds of love, too strong to break;
to be pierced by the fangs of hate.
Love’s power is underrated;
it has constantly been hated.
This is bad, what’s wrong with us?
respecting love is such a must!!
We must keep love from coating with rust;
We must keep love from turning to dust.

“Ode to a Dragon” by Nathan B.

“Smile” by Aleka V.
Smile big, smile bright
Smile brighter than the stars tonight.
Smile. If you smile for a while,
You'll feel good.
Smile! Smile! Smile! Smile!
Smile for an entire mile.
Smile when you're in the light of the sun.
Smile when you're having fun.
Smile when you're happy.
Smile when you're with a puppy.
If you smile for a while,
You'll start to smile, for
How much you've smiled.
Smile everyday, when you
Begin to play. When it is a
Smile-worth day, smile.

“Well boy I’ll tell you” by Riley L.
(Inspired by Langston Hughes’s “Mother To Son”)
Well boy i’ll tell you:
Life ain’t been no championship win,
Its had interceptions,
And lost yardage,
And fumbled runs,
And fields covered in mud,
A game lost to the victors,
But always,
I’se been practicing on,
And playing to the end,
And always tryin’ to win,
And trying to tackle their backs,
When no one else is,
So you don’t stop playing,
Don’t you give up at the end,
‘Cause it’s gonna get harder,
Don’t you give up now,
For I’se still playin’,
I’se still tryin’,
And life ain’t been no championship win

Grade 5
“Crabs” by Amelia C.

“Barn Owl” by Cecilia S.

“Seasons” by Michelle M.
Seasons come and go
There are only four didn't you know?
Spring, summer, winter, fall
All are different from each other
Fall is cool
Summer is hot
Spring is warm
Winter is not
Spring the flowers are blooming
Summer the birds are singing,
Fall the leaves are dropping
Winter the snow is falling
The seasons change where ever you go
So enjoy them all because there are only four
now you know.
“Frog & Toad” by Teddy M.

“The Raccoon” by Cadence M.

“Wolves” by Abbi E.

“Majestic Frog” by Elijah N.

“The Peacock” by Sean S.

“Hungry Dog” by Julian B.

“Chicken” by Hayden H.

Grades 6-7
“Game Over” by Max F.
52-52
30 seconds left
The other team scores
15 seconds left
54-52
Coach calls time out
Sets up a play
1.2.3. TEAM!
We inbound the ball
It's coming to me
I dribble down the court
10 seconds
5 seconds
I pull up for a shot
It leaves my hand
2 seconds
Swish
Game Over
zzzzzz
“Demons” by Jayden L.
Demons prowl the streets
Violence is what they eat
Good folk stand and stare
“I Am Special” by Alanna L.
I am special
I am me
There’s no one else
I’d rather be
I am special
For my
Great personality.
I am me
Because
I am myself
There’s no one else
I’d rather be
Because I like me.

Elijah E.
I Like to Draw
I grab a piece of paper
And then I get a pen
The pen dances across the paper
While I draw the little figures
In my notebook
Or on a sketchpad
At home or at school
It doesn't really matter
Cause I still draw the characters
On the edge of my paper
Or on my hand
I still draw them
Whenever I can
“The Joy of Running” by Grace D.
Whoever said two miles isn’t
a long distance
was wrong.
They say running’s more mental than physical.
I’m not so sure about that either,
But at least thinking about it gets my mind off the pain.
About how my mouth is begging for water,
each breath is a struggle.
My knees hurt,
my arms are numb from the cold.
Is this the joy of running?
“My Desk is Always Hungry” by Anthony S.
My desk is always hungry
My desk eats all my things
Only a few items left
Hiding near the edge
Waiting for their time
I can't keep pencils and papers
It's all a feeding fest
For my ferocious desk
Only one pencil left
Small, frail, and old
It escaped my desk for
Days, weeks, months!

Thought it had escaped
Drawings, papers, reviews
All I need, all gone
It's always hungry, lurking
Waiting for the perfect time to...
Strike!
It waits, it lurks
Scooping up lost pencils
My desk stays hungry until
My papers are all gone
“My Ode to Losing” by Macauley B.
You hurt.
You make me come up short.
You make me not myself
for a while.
You make me work harder.
I kind of feel bad,
since everybody tries to
avoid you.
I do it too.
You are considered
a failure by
some standards.
I like winning more,
but I find that I run into
you more than I want to.
We’re going to see
each other soon.
But I hope it isn’t
that soon at all.
Goodbye,
for as long
as possible.

“Ode to Coronavirus” by Ethan F.
You were a champion,
the best of the best.
You helped the world
realize new things.
You made all of us
try to figure out what you are,
but we still can’t.
You
gave your gifts
to the world:
Fever,
cough, runny nose,
sore throat,
and much more.
I never knew
how much I loved
two-ply
until
I met you.
You helped
bring my family together
for a long time.
My summer was saved
because of you.
You made me
stay away
from all other people.
I stayed outside
all day
until
the sun went down
all because of you.
So I thank you,
for all that you have done
for us
in the year
2020.
“Regret” by Rocky V.
I regret all the lies I told,
all the things I said,
and all the decisions I made.
I regret all the times I was a jerk,
all the times I got in fights,

and all the times I got mad.
I regret it all.
I want to do better,
I want to go back and change.
I can’t go back,
but I can change now.
I won’t regret it.
I will always regret things,
like getting bad grades,
or not doing my work.
I regret the times I didn’t stand up for myself,
the times I gave up,
the times that I quit.
I will continue to try changing,
I won’t give up.
After I change,
other than the things from the past,
there will be nothing to regret.
“Rollercoaster Thrill” by Josefina F.
Workers fastening my seatbelt as tight as they can, I wince in pain.
The fries I just ate aren´t happy; I travel slowly up the hill.
Then 3 2 1 down and down we go.
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screams piercing my ears.
We come to a stop.
We run as fast as we can to get back in line.

Grades 8-9
“Flames” by Ava T.
Smoke fills the air,
Covering the treetops.
The smell of burning leaves and dry wood
stain my clothes
and my hair.
Pop!
Bright red stinging flames shoot from the wood,
Lighting up the gray,
starry sky.
Filling the bitter cold air
with heat.
Warming anything within distance.
The fire dials down,
The flames no longer spark.
All that is left is the burnt wood,
and the memories that were made.
“Part of the Life of a Spy” by Nathan M.
I sprint through the jungle
as bullets whiz past my ear.
Enemy agents
Are hot on my heels.
I need to find a spot to hide.
Then I see it,
a cave!
I sprint inside the cave
as a bullet grazes my leg.
I barely feel any pain
due to the adrenaline
pumping through me.
I sprint down the damp winding caverns.
I can hear bullets
hitting the cave walls
and the footsteps
of enemy agents approaching.

“Summertime” by Jay W.

“Snowboarding” by Stanley K.
Fall is long behind,
winter is here!
Tons of snow
to glide right over.
Flying high above
cold, hard ground.
Soaring free over powdery
white, fluffy snow
as if it were a dream.
One mistake and
it's gone in a blink!
The long wait
up, and up, and up,
the cold icy
mountain side.
The chair lift creaking
steadily by your side.
To go back down
the icy sleek hill,

but only high up in the
air, is where big
dreams are achieved.

“The Worst Meal” by Tori W.
I turn the knob
Open the door
And step inside
The smell hits me first
A beefy carrot mixture
Then the sounds
Bubbling liquid and
rustling around the corner
And then I see it
The crockpot
sitting on the counter
The carrots
laying on the cutting board
The potatoes
my dad drops into the steaming hot beef juice
The cut-up onions
waiting to be dropped in next
I internally scream as I realize
what we are going to eat for dinner
Beef stew

Grades 10-12
“Arrow Heads” by Ryli B.
Lost treasures found beneath our soil
On stolen grounds we live upon
Each triangle, a life that fought
For their own people
Battles lost within time
Now stuck within each arrow
Arrows which once struck the hearts
Of peoples trying to kill them
But now we live
On their turf now
We pushed them back, to live
In areas we reserved just for them
But it’s not the same.
Yet, when we find another one
Under the blood covered lands we live
Our children don't understand
The meaning of each arrow
Lost in time

“My Grandfather” by Penny D.
My grandfather has a tick, counting
to sixty before he belts out a tune.
He can be rather wooden, his
face etched with aging features.
In the living room he faces the
television and chimes in periodically.
When I’m unwound, I ask him for advice,
but it’s iffy ‘cause he swings back and forth.
Of course, he used to be steady and reliable,
but now he has become rather run down.
From time to time he reminds me of one
of our cousins, who is kind of cuckoo.

As he ages, he’s grown more stubborn,
as if his gears sometimes won’t budge.
We sought out a special home for him,
Which we affectionately call the antique store.
At home it’s become silent for us
without grandfather’s hourly reminders.

“Up” by John O.
Walking with intent
As the world goes whizzing by
Rooted in the knowledge
Of a life spent asking why
Why the world is never
What it seems to be
Why it's filled with wonders
That you refuse to see
Do you ever look up and smile?
At the world that you are in
Or are you too caught up
On the darkness that's within
I know it's not that simple
When life brings so much pain
But you simply must admit
There is so much more to gain
To gain at looking up
At facing life head on
At learning to appreciate
The beauty of the dawn
So collect all of your tears
Its water will grow your seeds
But use its bitter salts
To kill all of your weeds
For no weed deserves a place
In your ever growing garden
Guard your heart from their abuse
But never let it harden
There is a light within your heart
That shines indeed most brightly
And you shouldn't have to hide it
Now do not take this lightly
The world is full of wonder
That we all strive to know

And it's hard to see above the weeds
If we refuse to grow
There is strength found in the broken
There is power in the downtrodden
There is wisdom found in pain
And this cannot be forgotten
The world is far too precious
To be observed by looking down
If you only see one side
Then no wonder why you frown
Your eyes are always fixed
On the ground that's full of dirt
But there's a world of beauty
Far away from all your hurt
So please look up and smile
Don't let joy pass you by
Breathe in all of your pain
And release it with a sigh
“When did it change?” by Tayleigh F.
When did laughter and happiness
Become cold glares and emptiness?
When was the moment
that we decided we were too different?
Even though we said
We’d be together forever.
I could tell you why it changed.
You blamed me,
But I was not the cause of your demise.
I merely sat in the audience
as your circus came down
in a colorful symphony of fire
and darkness.
And yet,
You blamed me.
No, I did not set your tent on fire,
or poison the lion tamer.
I did not sabotage that which you found
To be beautiful.
You did all this yourself and yet,
You have the audacity to accuse me
of being the traitor.
That was why,
But when?

When is the exact moment
That two friends,
teetering on the edge of something more,
suddenly,
Became something less?
The moment when stolen kaleidoscope kisses
became a murky mix
Of fear and uncertainty?
When did tears of laughter
Become just tears?
When did it change?
“A New Taste” by Serenity W.
Lemon zest is the taste of my past.
A taste so bitter, I can’t stand to have my tongue in my mouth.
I couldn’t bare being in the presence of someone who’s favorite food is lemon cake,
Trying to use sugar to coat the pungent acidity.
I study every recipe book,
Every technique passed down in the family,
Just to learn to enjoy lemons.
You introduced a taste I’d never known,
A taste that goes well with just about anything.
Even lemons.
It’s the kind of taste that makes me want to partake in the cliches of life.
The kind of taste that makes me feel the way a weed might feel when it’s called a pretty flower,
instead of an ugly nuisance to a beautiful garden.
It’s the kind of taste that encourages me to eat something light on a sick day,
or to just rest when it feels like the weight of the world is collapsing on my shoulders.
A taste that’s a healthy alternative to smoking, drinking, partying,
but yet more addicting.
It tastes like everything in the world has finally gone my way,
an accomplished goal I’ve been striving to achieve since I was little,
the satisfaction of laying in bed after a long and tiring day,
because I deserve it.
Now when I have the taste of lemons in my mouth,
It feels like an uprising,
a challenge that I’m no longer afraid to face,
because I have you,
and your own citrus taste.

